
CTC off ers a wide variety of fi   ngs and accessories in pressures and sizes 
to complement the needle valves including: 

Couplings & Adapters
Elbows, Tees & Crosses
Check Valves
Line Filters
Pressure Gauges
Safety Heads & Rupture Discs
Nipples - standard and custom lengths
Custom Manifolds

Fi   ngs & Accessories

2222 Fillmore Ave.
Erie, PA  16506

Ph: (814) 315-6427
www.ctcpressure.com

All valves and fi   ngs are constructed of 316 cold-worked stainless steel. Other materials including Super Duplex, Monel, Inconel, 
Titanium and Hastelloy are available on request.

Medium Pressure:
Pressures to 20,000 PSI (1380 bar)
Tube sizes from 1/4” to 1-1/2”
Six body styles

High Pressure:
Pressures to 66,000 PSI (4554 bar)
Tube sizes from 1/4” to 1”
Six body styles

Ultra-High Pressure:
Pressures to 150,000 PSI (10,350 bar)
Tube sizes from 1/4” to 1”
Six body styles

Pipe Equipment:
Pressures to 15,000 PSI (1035 bar)
Pipe sizes from 1/8” to 1”
Ten body styles

Needle Valves
CTC off ers a range of needle valves for nearly any applica  on. Features include 
a non-rota  ng stem, variety of port confi gura  ons, as well as op  onal packing 
materials and extended bonnets for extreme temperature requirements.

Tubing
CTC off ers a complete selec  on of austeni  c, cold-drawn seamless stainless steel tubing 
for high pressure / high temperature applica  ons requiring both strength and corrosion 
resistance.

Sizes from 1/8” to 1-1/2”
Pressures from 10,000 to 100,000 PSI (690 to 6900 bar).
Stocked tubing furnished in random lengths from 20 to 27 feet (6 to 8 meters)
40 foot (12 meter) lengths available on request
Standard stocked materials are 316SS and HP160. Chemical composi  on conforms to the 
current ASTM Specifi ca  on A213 for TP304, TP316, TP316L, TP317L stainless steel. Other 
materials such as 3R60, Super Duplex, 6MO, Inconel, and Hastelloy are available.

Reliable Solu  ons for the Future
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